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We investigate for the first time the electronic and magnetic properties of the linear models of Cr8F8(Piv)16
molecular ring using the SIESTA package. In the first step the proper values of the SIESTA parameters and
the optimal basis set needed for the convergence of the total energy are established. Next the estimates of the
magnetic coupling J confirming the previous density functional theory calculations are presented.
PACS numbers: 75.50.Xx, 71.15.Mb, 73.22.−f, 75.30.Et
1. Introduction
Molecular chromium-based wheels are fascinating
magnetic materials. These spin rings constitute a rich
subgroup among magnetic molecules. These regular
structures of various sizes which can comprise a large va-
riety of paramagnetic ions are ideal investigation objects
for better understanding electronic and magnetic proper-
ties of whole class of magnetic molecules, especially con-
taining antiferromagnetically coupled spin systems.
In this paper we study electronic and magnetic prop-
erties of Cr8F8(Piv)16 molecular ring (in short Cr8) us-
ing SIESTA package [1, 2] and the linear models [3, 4].
SIESTA uses linear combination of numerical localized
atomic-orbital basis sets for the description of valence
electrons and norm-conserving non-local pseudopoten-
tials for the atomic core. Exchange and correlation ef-
fects are accounted for by the generalized gradient local
approximation (GGA).
The motivation for this work was to examine whether
the simple linear models, which are computationally
much more convenient with respect to the original Cr8
molecule [3], can give reliable results for Cr8. Another
goal is to check if calculations based on the SIESTA code
give reliable results consistent with those obtained by
other codes based on density functional theory (DFT)
and with experiment [3–5]. As far as we know this
is the first attempt to use the SIESTA code to analy-
sis of the chromium-based molecular magnets, although
some applications to other systems have been undertaken
(e.g. [6]).
The linear models for Cr8 are proposed in [3] and are
determined by the corresponding repetition units which
are different segments of the Cr8 ring. Following [3], the
models are denoted as chain, zigzag and snake.
2. Results and discussion
We carry out the SIESTA calculations using the
same geometrical structures as those in [3] and ex-
ploit exchange-correlation potential proposed by Padrew,
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Burke and Ernzerhof (PBE) [7] as well as BLYP i.e cor-
rection of Becke [8] and the correlation function of Lee,
Yang and Parr [9]. We consider only ferromagnetic (FM)
and antiferromagnetic (AFM) spin configurations of the
Cr(III) ions in all linear models. By comparing the total
energies, we obtain that the AFM configuration corre-
sponds to the ground state. We estimate the magnetic
coupling J from the difference between the energies of the
ground state and the excited FM configuration [3]. Thus
the difference ∆E = EFM−EAFM is the crucial quantity
and we give the evidence that its estimate within SIESTA
is reliable.
As shown by a number of experiments and model cal-
culations [3, 10–13], the exchange coupling between the
Cr(III) ions is of the order of a few meV so that there is
a need to reach the accuracy of the ∆E estimate of the
order of a few tenths of meV.
In Table I the total energy difference ∆E = EFM −
EAFM and the corresponding values of exchange interac-
tion parameter J for different basis sets are presented.
The basis sets are denoted as follows: SZP stands for the
single-ζ polarized, DZP — for double-ζ polarized, TZP
— triple-ζ polarized, TZDP — triple-ζ double polarized
and TZTP — triple-ζ triple polarized. As expected, we
reach the required accuracy and stability of ∆E for the
more extended basis sets [2].
TABLE I
Exchange interaction parameter J and total energy dif-
ference between the FM and AFM configurations for
chain model with different basis sets. Density matrix
tolerance and mesh cut-off set to 10−6 and 500 Ry,
respectively.
SZP DZP TZP TZDP TZTP
J [meV] 8.312 6.518 6.241 6.251 6.224
EFM − EAFM [meV] 74.81 58.66 56.17 56.26 56.01
In Table II the values of exchange interaction parame-
ter J for the chain model with DZP basis set for different
mesh cut-off (MCO), expressed in Ry, and density ma-
trix tolerance (DMT) parameters are reported. Default
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values of these parameters in SIESTA are 100 Ry and
10−4, respectively, but MCO ≥ 200 Ry is generally used
(e.g. [6]), while DMT parameter is chosen depending on
the required accuracy. It is clearly shown for more ex-
acting values the excellent stability of the estimates for
MCO ≥ 300 and DMT < 10−4. These estimates agree
very well with those found by the DFT calculations in
[3, 5] using the WIEN2k package.
TABLE II
Exchange interaction parameter J with different mesh
cut-off and DMT parameters.
Mesh cut-off [Ry] DM tolerance
10−4 10−5 10−6 10−7
300 6.832 6.526 6.500 6.502
500 6.537 6.529 6.518 6.517
700 6.514 6.523 6.521 6.511
It is interesting to calculate the local magnetic mo-
ments localized on the Cr(III) ions. The experiments and
model calculations [3, 10–13] give the value 3 µB whereas
the DFT calculations based on the integration inside the
muffin-tin sphere [3, 5] lead to the quantitative estimate
2.7 µB. Our results are calculated both by integration
within the muffin-tin sphere with a given Bohr radius
2.38 and by the Mulliken analysis, and are presented in
Table III. The muffin-tin values agree with those found
in [3, 5], whereas the Mulliken analysis leads to better
estimates. In both cases some localization of the spin
density on the oxygen and fluorine sites is detected.
TABLE III
HOMO–LUMO majority and minority gaps and Cr magnetic
moments for the linear models of Cr8 molecule in the AFM
and FM configurations (for DZP basis set with MCO = 500 Ry
and DMT = 10−6).
Chain Zigzag Snake
AFM FM AFM FM AFM FM
EmajH−L [eV] 2.21 1.99 2.31 2.15 2.35 2.12
EminH−L [eV] 2.23 3.73 2.34 3.26 2.27 3.31
mm−tCr [µB]
−2.704 +2.751 −2.697 +2.767 −2.712 +2.767
+2.699 +2.757 +2.712 +2.746 +2.696 +2.747
mMulCr [µB]
−2.887 +2.923 −2.877 +2.944 −2.895 +2.944
+2.879 +2.931 +2.896 +2.918 +2.876 +2.919
The magnetic moments are supplemented by the re-
sults for the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO)
and the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO)
gaps for both spin channels. In AFM state HOMO–
LUMO gaps EmajH−L and E
min
H−L for majority and minority
spin channel are almost the same, while for FM configu-
ration we observe two clear spin channels with different
HOMO–LUMO gaps. Our results are in good agreement
with other theoretical investigations [3, 5].
3. Conclusions
We have carried out the systematic SIESTA-based
DFT calculations for the linear models of the Cr8
molecule. We have shown that HOMO–LUMO gaps,
magnetic moments and exchange couplings are in quan-
titative agreement with other DFT theoretical investiga-
tions. Our analysis has confirmed that the linear models
describe very well the electronic and magnetic properties
of the molecule Cr8.
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